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True Enterprise FSS Solutions

Centralized, scalable, robust, and secure

Consumer-First FSS Solutions

Collage of individual accounts that 
create islands of content

INTRODUCTION 

Organizations considering using Dropbox Business to provide cross-team collaboration will want to consider 
the impact it will have on the organization and users. While solutions such as Dropbox Business provide 
some file sharing features, only Egnyte Connect has the breadth of enterprise capabilities that can anticipate 
an organization’s changing IT and business needs.

Egnyte Connect was built from the ground up to fit seamlessly within an enterprise environment to optimize 
productivity and security. Egnyte Connect is based on a “server-centric” or “repository” model, which provides 
centralized management and visibility over all content stored on premises and in the cloud - even when 
content is shared outside the organization. Admins can manage folder hierarchies, set granular permissions 
(down to the sub-folder) and access extensive auditing and reporting tools to optimize their content policies, 
controls and infrastructure. 

In contrast Dropbox Business takes a “user-centric” model, which puts users, not the enterprise, in control of 
content. While they do have a concept called team folders, most files are still tied to the user, not a central 
folder with centralized permissions, which means enterprises have very little visibility, oversight or control 
over the content. In addition, any files stored in on-premises repositories are completely separate from files 
in the cloud, which means there are multiple systems for an admin to manage. 

Given the fundamental differences in approach, the following sections explore in more detail some of the key 
advantages a server-centric architecture delivers.
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USE CASE 1: EXTERNAL FILE SHARING
Collaboration is an essential part of highly productive teams, but the definition of what makes up a team can 
vary - even within organizations of the same company. Do you need to collaborate within your team? Across 
geographies? How about with people outside of the company? 

The Real Cost of a Consumer-Based Solution

It can be tempting to just roll out Dropbox Business because many users already have free accounts and know 
how it works. The problem with this approach is it’s only optimized for a small subset of collaboration needs 
and can lead to more problems than it solves.

1. Weak security
• External collaborators must use their personal account which may not conform to corporate security 
policies

• There is no way to exclude permissions at a subfolder level. For example, if an architect is given access to 
a project folder, not only can she access the required sub folders, but also the ones that she shouldn’t, 
such as competitive bids and financial reports

• Unable to require link restrictions like preview-only, which are useful when you want to make sure the file 
stays in your control 

2. Limited system visibility and control
• There is no easy way to get a list of all the external collaborators that your users are currently sharing 
with. At a minimum, this is hard to do/find

• Unable to set company-specific login parameters for external collaboration accounts
• There is no way to way to audit every file and user action across the entire system. This limitation prevents 
you from fully understanding how your users are sharing content

• Can’t have multiple links to the same file with different access and security parameters. This is useful if you 
want to have one users just view the file, others edit for a period of time, and still another edit indefinitely

Egnyte External File Sharing
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Benefits of the Egnyte Connect Enterprise-Based Architecture

1. Empowered end users
• Invite external parties to collaborate on specific content without administrative involvement
• Set link parameters like link duration, and whether to allow downloads or just view only
• Users can run reports to see who has accessed their files
• Administrators always have full control to restrict or remove access

2. Fast and easy administration 
• Empower specific users such as department leads to add and remove users from their groups
• Shut off an external user account with just a single click

3. Complete visibility and auditing
• Address external collaboration security challenges with reporting and auditing tools 
• See how your system is being used via a comprehensive central dashboard 

Real-World Example

A company has hired a freelance writer to create a white paper. As part of the project, the writer will also be 
reviewing and updating some existing documents. To work effectively, the writer needs be able to edit the 
existing files for the duration of the project.

With Dropbox Business, the company joins the writer’s personal Dropbox account to the team and grants 
editor access to the documents that need to be updated. Once the new white paper is complete and the 
existing documents are complete, the writer deletes the files from his folder and empties the trash in order to 
keep things tidy. Unfortunately, he didn’t realize that with Dropbox, “Editor” permissions also let you delete any 
file you have access to – shared or personal. As a result, the white paper and existing documents are gone and 
cannot be retrieved.

Egnyte Connect has more permission levels that allow a user to edit but not delete files. Plus, since ALL files and 
users are controlled by the system, there is a centralized trash which only an admin or the system can empty. 
This means the scenario above can never happen to an Egnyte Connect customer.

External File Sharing Summary

Simple and secure external file sharing is essential to collaboration. Without it, users will just find another 
solution on their own, which means the data will be spread across multiple systems without centralized control. 
Egnyte Connect gives you all the tools to provide external collaboration without additional risk or administrative 
overhead.
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FILE TYPE
DROPBOX 
BUSINESS

EGNYTE 
CONNECT

BENEFITS WITH EGNYTE CONNECT

Set link expiry 
parameters for # of 
clicks

Your links only stay active as long as they are needed, reducing 
the risk of unauthorized access in the future

Instant link access 
notification

Know who is accessing content and when

Add external users 
without using their 
personal accounts

Simplify administration and maintain centralized control 

Terminate all external 
collaborator access with 
one click

Ideal for those situations when an external user only needs 
temporary access, and you don’t need an admin to do it, either

Reports for all file-actions 
and logins

Full visibility on who is accessing content and the ability to take 
action if needed

USE CASE 2: SECURITY
It seems like every day there is an article about an attack or data breach and the potential consequences that 
may come as a result. The articles should make you ask yourself some important questions. How secure is 
my current file solution? Does it have the tools to minimize my risk? What are my options?

Security Challenges with using Dropbox Business

Security is more than just a good password or using encryption. While both are critical, they are only a 
small part of the process. Unfortunately, with Dropbox Business you don’t always get the tools you need to 
minimize the risk to your content.

1. Minimal visibility and reporting capabilities
• No centralized trash where admins can view ALL deleted files. Instead, admins only see files they’ve 
deleted and files in folders where they have at least edit permissions

• No ability to see if users have access permissions to specific folders without having to log into each of 
their accounts – and even then, it’s only with Advanced or Enterprise packages

• No ability to see detailed information on user sharing behaviors
• No ability to take meaningful actions based on comprehensive reports

2. Limited security, permissions, and sharing controls
• Dropbox only has two permission levels: View, and Edit. The “Edit” permission includes the ability 
to delete the file. This means anyone who can to edit business-critical files can also accidentally or 
maliciously delete them – permanently

• There is no way to exclude permissions at a subfolder level. For example, granting a financial analyst 
access to the “Finance” folder provides access to EVERY sub folder. There is no way to selectively restrict 
access one or more subfolders

• Unable to require link restrictions like preview-only, which are useful when you need to make sure the 
file stays in your control
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• No regular password rotation (60-90 days), nor is there the ability to set parameters for passwords, 
which violates many corporate security policies

• Can’t comply with regulations that mandate certain content must remain in a specific region. This is 
especially important when dealing with European customers

Benefits of the Egnyte Connect Secure Architecture

1. Know what is happening with company content
• See the files and folders that any user has access to
• Identify shared file and folder links from ALL users and quickly disable/delete any suspect links
• Find out if an unusual number of files was accessed, or if a specific file was downloaded more than 
normal

• See how file and folder activity, and user behavior changes over time

2. Gain powerful controls without impacting usability
• Set system-wide sharing defaults like requiring a password or enforcing link expiry
• Choose which security sharing settings can be modified on a case-by-case basis
• Provide granular sub-folder level permissions which mimics a file server architecture

3. Gain full control over where content resides
• Deliver secure VPN-less access to content that resides on premises
• Supports situations requiring that no on-premises files or file metadata ever passes through the cloud
• Comply with data sovereignty laws to ensure that no content resides in data centers outside of a 
specific region – even during backups

Real-World Example:

Your company wants to control access to the finance subfolders where the CFO can access everything, but 
the financial analyst only has access to Reports and Budget folders, but not Payroll. 

This is very easy with Egnyte Connect because it fully embraces the Principle of Least Privilege – meaning 
users only have access to the data they need to do their job, and nothing more. Because of this, you can fine 
tune your folder access permissions to maximize the security of your content.
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With Dropbox Business, permissions are only additive, meaning that once you add someone to a folder, you 
cannot restrict/remove their access to its sub-folders. This is the opposite of how traditional file systems 
work, where you can add or remove people from sub-folders. Any potential workaround for this severe 
limitation would be incredibly difficult to implement and maintain with Dropbox.

Security Section Summary

Security must be top of mind when using an EFSS solution, and there will be security costs that come with 
solutions that are built on a consumer-based architecture. With Egnyte Connect, you get uncompromising 
security without having to compromise your control or your users’ ability to collaborate.

USE CASE 3: HYBRID
Cloud storage solutions are great for providing business agility, but cloud-only solutions like Dropbox Business 
can’t address your content requirements. What do you do with the files stored on your NAS or Windows file 
servers? How do you deal with large or sensitive files that can’t reside in the cloud?

FILE TYPE
DROPBOX
BUSINESS

EGNYTE 
CONNECT

BENEFITS WITH EGNYTE CONNECT

Set link expiry after a specified number of clicks
Your links only stay active as long as they are needed, 
reducing the risk of unauthorized access in the future

Preview-only links
Enables a user to view a file without the ability to download 
or share with anyone else

Terminate all access with one click
Ideal for those situations when an external user only needs 
temporary access 

Reports for all file-actions and logins
Full visibility on who is accessing content and the ability to 
act if needed

Granular sub-folder permissions
Provide access to the employee handbook folder but not 
the performance review folder

VPN-less access to on-premises repositories
Secure access without having on-premises content or 
metadata going through the cloud

Require password rotation (60-90 days)
Adds a level of security in case a password gets into the 
wrong hands

Force minimum password parameters Prevents someone from using a weak password

Enforce encryption on mobile devices Add security for files stored on the device

Enforce mobile app passcode Prevents unauthorized access to sensitive content
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Not everything should be in the cloud

Dropbox Business is cloud only and can’t address many common scenarios like integrating with on-premises 
repositories, connecting sites with limited bandwidth, and collaborating on large files. This can result in lost 
productivity, decreased security, and added complexity.

1. Virtually unusable at remote sites with limited bandwidth
• Unreliable consumer internet service or even satellite is required at construction sites or rural areas 

and means internet performance essentially stops for everyone because of full file synchronization 
from a few users

2. Poor performance while sharing large files
• Long delays result from saving even a small change to a large file back to the cloud, and worse, there 

can be devastating site-wide performance lags if multiple users access large files simultaneously – and 
there is no way to fix it

3. Certain content repositories can’t go to cloud
• Since Dropbox doesn’t support on-premises repositories, a complicated VPN is required to access 

existing NAS devices or Windows file servers
• There is no way for the Dropbox desktop app or web client to integrate with on-premises repositories 

which means users must use multiple, disconnected access methods to get to their content

Benefits of the Egnyte Connect Hybrid Architecture

1. Overcome slow WAN speeds via synchronized cloud and on-premises repositories
• Fast access to up-to-date content via an on-premises storage repository 
• Same experience whether accessing content on premises or in the cloud
• Synchronize cloud and on-repositories in real time, or using customizable parameters 

2. Simply the fastest way to access your large files
• Access large files via the LAN instead of the WAN to avoid bandwidth constraints
• Reduce bandwidth requirements by synchronizing the incremental file changes back to the Egnyte 

Connect Cloud for significantly reduced data transfer requirements

On-Premises 
Storage

Storage Sync
Storage Connect

Cloud Storage CFS Platform

Enterprise Firew
all

IT Administrators 
Web UI

Business Users
Desktop Client
Mobile Apps
Web UI

Control 
Plane

Data Plane 
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3. Secure VPN-less access to your on-premises repositories
• Get an anytime, anywhere user experience for content stored on premises and in the cloud
• Ensure that no sensitive on-premises files or file metadata ever passes through the cloud
• Same administrative controls and user credentials for content stored on-premises and in the cloud 

Real-World Example

A company has one or more remote locations (branch office, construction trailer, etc.) that has limited 
bandwidth but still needs to collaborate on files – some of them quite large.

With Egnyte Connect, you can put an inexpensive NAS device at the location to provide super-fast on-
premises access to the same content that is automatically synchronized back to the Egnyte Cloud. 
Performance is improved even more because only the parts of the file that changed are sent back to the 
cloud.
It’s a whole different story if you were using Dropbox Business. Since it can’t work with on-premises 
repositories, you have to use the cloud for everything. This means your users will be fighting for the limited 
bandwidth. It will be bad enough for small files, but think about how it would be working on a video or some 
other large file.

Hybrid Section Summary 

FILE TYPE
DROPBOX 
BUSINESS

EGNYTE 
CONNECT

BENEFITS WITH EGNYTE CONNECT

Store and access content 
in the cloud

Both support it, but Egnyte Connect is better because of shared 
folders, centralized control, and much more

Sync content between 
the cloud and on-
premises repositories

Delivers the best performance and while providing protection 
from LAN and WAN outages

VPN-less access to on-
premises repositories

Gain the benefits of cloud agility for content that resides in your 
on-premises repositories

Super-fast access 
for sites with limited 
bandwidth

Your users get full collaboration capabilities without the impacts 
of bandwidth constraints

Fast cross-site 
collaboration with very 
large files

Blazing fast performance while working on files that even the 
fastest networks struggle with

Hybrid Deployments

• Large File Sizes (25+ GB)

• Files synced between cloud 
and on-premises repositories

• Share files and folders from 
within Windows Explorer or 
Mac Finder

The Egnyte Connect hybrid lets you access all your files without requiring all of them to be in the cloud, so 
you can optimize performance, security, and usability.
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USE CASE 4: INFRASTRUCTURE FLEXIBILITY
One size does not fit all, but consumer-based solutions can’t always accommodate situations that are 
important to you. It can be a common situation such as integrating with your existing cloud storage provider. 
Other times it’s a more sophisticated need like working with your key management solution. Regardless of 
the need, you shouldn’t be forced to adapt to a collaboration solution. It should be able to adapt to you.

Consumer-based solutions limit flexibility and security

Dropbox Business was designed as a consumer solution and just doesn’t have all the capabilities to meet the 
demanding needs of enterprise customers, and it will have serious challenges supporting anything beyond 
basic enterprise use cases.

1. No support for 3rd party cloud storage repositories
• If you’re already using third-party cloud storage like Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Storage, Azure Cloud 

Storage or other cloud storage, then Dropbox Business won’t be able to talk to the object store, which 
creates data silos

• Switching between files stored in the Dropbox repository and 3rd-party repositories is a manual 
process that frustrates and distracts users

2. No way to use an external Encryption Key Management solution
• Many companies have very specific security requirements that mandate full control over their 

encryption key. Dropbox Business cannot support this in any configuration. Egnyte Connect on the 
other hand, provides full support Microsoft Azure KeyVault and Amazon AWS CloudHSM services. For 
even greater control, it supports using your on-premises HSM in your data center

Benefits of the Egnyte Connect Cloud File Server Architecture

1. Access everything from a single solution
• Eliminate data silos using a unified access to your content repositories
• Configure the right mix of cloud and on-premises content to without impacting usability

2. Gain complete visibility & control 
• Unified management across the entire collaboration solution
• Track every file and user action across your repositories with a comprehensive reporting and auditing 

suite

3. Flexible Encryption Solutions
• Let Egnyte Connect manage your encryption key by default, use a cloud key management service, or 

use your own HSM in your data center

Real-World Example

More and more companies are choosing to host their content on cloud storage providers like Amazon 
AWS, Google Cloud Storage, or Microsoft Azure Cloud Storage. This can be a very attractive way to 
simplify administration and reduce costs. However, problems will arise if you need a content collaboration 
application and you want it to be compatible with the cloud solution that actually stores your content. 
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With Egnyte Connect, a simple configuration change instructs the system use your cloud storage instead of 
ours. It works with Amazon, Google, Microsoft, S3-compatible storage, and many others. This lets you keep 
your files in your own storage solution without impacting usability or performance.

Dropbox Business on the other hand only supports storing files in their own datacenters, and not in 
3rd party cloud storage. This means you either have to migrate your stuff to their cloud, or intentionally 
maintain data silos which decreases productivity and dramatically increases the chances of old or outdated 
inadvertently being used.

Infrastructure Flexibility Summary

Egnyte Connect delivers far more flexibility to adapt to your unique environment and so you can focus on 
your strategic initiatives instead of finding workarounds.

COMPARISON SUMMARY
Egnyte Connect was designed from the beginning to solve collaboration problems for businesses. It has always 
had a strong focus on security, scalability, administrative controls, ease of deployment, and ease of use. 

Dropbox on the other hand was designed to be a consumer service that solves a consumer problem, and 
just because the word “Business” was added to the name doesn’t make it enterprise grade. The shortcomings 
of a consumer solution can only be masked for so long before the limitations are exposed from demanding 
enterprises.

CLOUD STORAGE
DROPBOX 
BUSINESS

EGNYTE 
CONNECT

Default Solution 
Storage

Amazon AWS

Google Cloud Storage

Microsoft Azure

NetApp Storage GRID

CenturyLink Object 
Storage

Oracle Storage Cloud

IBM Cleversafe

S3 Compatible Storage

KEY MANAGEMENT
DROPBOX 
BUSINESS

EGNYTE 
CONNECT

Solution Manages Key

Azure Key Vault

AWS CloudHSM

SafeNet Luna HSM SA

SafeNet KeySecure HSM
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Unlike Dropbox Business, Egnyte Connect has everything an enterprise needs 

1. Offers a comprehensive solution for all your content, regardless of size, type, location, or 
bandwidth

2. Delivers best-in-class security across cloud and on-premises repositories
3. Gives you the flexibility to choose the right mix of cloud and on-premises content, without 

impacting user experience or administrative overhead
4. Includes a robust set of IT controls so you can create custom usage policies and provide proof 

that they are being followed

Egnyte Connect Delivers: 

• Innovative hybrid solution

• End-to-end security 

• Enterprise-Based Design

• Open architecture with a rich 
ecosystem

EVALUATION CRITERIA
DROPBOX 
BUSINESS

EGNYTE CONNECT

External collaboration (internal and external users)   

Security (permissions and controls)   

Deployment/Access (cloud, on-premises, hybrid)   

Infrastructure Flexibility (3rd party cloud and key management)   

100%

100%

100%

100%

Summarizing the comparison of Dropbox Business and Egnyte Connect

On-Premises 
Storage

Storage Sync
Storage Connect

Cloud Storage CFS Platform

Enterprise Firew
all

IT Administrators 
Web UI

Business Users
Desktop Client
Mobile Apps
Web UI

Control 
Plane

Data Plane 



READY TO GET STARTED?
Start a free trial online, or contact our sales team today.

Smart Content Collaboration & Governance

1-877-734-6983

Egnyte transforms business through smarter content allowing organizations 
to connect, protect, and unlock value from all their content. 

Our Content Intelligence platform delivers smart content collaboration and governance in the cloud 

or on-premises to thousands of businesses around the world even the most regulated industries. 

Founded in 2007, Egnyte is privately held and headquartered in Mountain View, CA. Investors 

include venture capital firms, such as Google Ventures and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, as well 

as technology partners, such as CenturyLink and Seagate Technology.   
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Mountain View, CA 94043, USA
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